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FOUNDER MINDSET 

unearth unknown problems

or opportunities

skills transfer

IP protection | defined risk profiles | R&D structure | data security | privacy protection | fixed engagements

machine learning | drones | AI | IoT | cybersecurity | computer vision | block chain | 3D printing | space

natural language processing | space systems

Universities Technologists Accellerators Members

Question

to Idea
TPPR Study Validation

to OutcomeThesis | Prize | Pathway | Risks

IDEA VALIDATION NETWORK 

connect unobvious

dots

unihibited teams

IDEA VALIDATION FRAMEWORK 

test & learn

startup ecosystem

instinct

A unified solution for business to start

transformative projects whilst minimising risk.

Startup founder thinking and

execution without the startup

founder risks and issues

Access to a validation network

where specialist capability can

be scaled as required – enabling

cost efficiency whilst not

compromising on quality

Unearth new customer needs

and/or competitive advantage

through understanding the

impact of advanced

technologies on the business

strategy & assets

An extreme focus on ideas to

drive the impact and validation

process

The ability to move quickly

outside of inhibitive

environments

IP protection and skills transfer

established from the outset –

no costly lingering involvement

required

A structured model with defined

stage gates and outcomes that

can be rolled back into

established processes

Strategy Assets

Advanced
Tech
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INTRODUCTION TO



BACKGROUND
& OVERVIEW

Hansard is the traditional name of the

transcripts of Parliamentary Debates in Britain

and many Commonwealth countries. It is named

after Thomas Curson Hansard (1776–1833), a

London printer and publisher, who was the first

official printer to the parliament at

Westminster. In Australia, The Hansard is the

report of the proceedings of the Australian

parliament and its committees. This includes the

Senate, House of Representatives, the

Federation Chamber and all parliamentary

committees. The Hansard in Australia is used for

reporting at Federal, State and Territory level. 

Hansard’s mission statement has been to

provide an accurate, substantially verbatim

account of the proceedings of the parliament

and its committees which, while usually

correcting obvious mistakes, neither adds to nor

detracts from the meaning of the speech or the

illustration of the argument. 

Hansard is used by private enterprise,

government agencies, political parties and

media organizations to keep track, monitor and

assess impact of parliamentary activity and

discussions across respective domains.

Most of the analysis of Hansards happens

manually depending on the context and

circumstances. The biggest challenge is that

there is no consistent and comprehensive way to

keep track and monitor relevant content,

political sentiment, sources and records on a

continuous basis. In addition to this, all the

analysis has to be initiated by the interested

party and there is no way to correlate

information in different Hansards chronologically

or, at different levels of the government. This is

a source of inefficiencies and missed trends

which may help organizations make business

decisions.

BHP is interested in being
able to ”look around the
corner” for important
regulatory and political
issues so it can proactively
prepare and mange critical
business issues.

This research project will validate the ability to

use Natural Language Processing and predictive

analytics techniques such as Machine Learning

on Hansard transcripts to garner insights into

future political and regulatory issues that could

deliver significant business value.
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VALIDATE EMERGING POLITICAL

& REGULATORY INSIGHTS

Validate that predictive data analytics

on Hansard transcripts using machine

learning can provide insights into

emerging political and regulatory issues.

DELIVER HANSARD PREDICTIVE

INSIGHT REPORT

Provide a Hansard predictive insights

report incorporating five topics of

interest. These could cover backward

looking historical topics, currently

emerging topics and future topics.

VALIDATE TECHNOLOGY

SOLUTION FOR ONGOING

BENEFITS

Validate that a software tool can be

created that provides live predictive

insights based on Hansard transcripts

and produces the evidence/rationale

basis for those predictions.

VALIDATE ROI FOR ONGOING LIVE

INSIGHTS

Identify the cost benefit of shifting

business effort from ongoing research

and data gathering to analysis and

insights.

01

O B J E C T I V E S

02

03

04
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Collection of the hansard data

for the last 5 years across federal

and state parliaments in

Australia.

Normalization and transformation

of the the data for preparation of

model building.

Machine Learning Infrastructure

setup and operation for model

building on cloud infrastructure.

Multiple machine model building

techniques applied to create

optimum fit.

The topics of interest for insights

and trends used as input into

modelling.

Web based software built to

demonstrate the insights

generated by applying the model

to Hansard with quantitative and

qualitative annotations, and

evidence/rationale basis for

predictions.

Determination of the future ROI

of a web based software solution

that provides live predictive

insights based on Hansard

transcripts.

THE FIVE TOPICS OF INTEREST
 

RESOURCING
 

01
Validation of capability to use Machine Learning

and Natural Language Processing to garner

useful predictive insights about regulatory and

political trends from Hansard.

02
Research report covering macro trends in topics

of concern backed by quantitative and

qualitative annotations, and evidence/rationale

basis for the predictions.

03
Web based software to explore Insights and

Trends in the Hansard data collected.

RESEARCH SCOPE
 

DELIVERABLES
 

This research project is resourced through

11point2’s innovative Idea Validation

Network (IVN) model that provides the right

mix of internal resources and partners to

deliver the highest quality, comprehensive

and fast validation of a specific thesis.

01
Supplier Payment Terms in North Queensland...

02
Corporate Tax...

03
Royalties in WA...

04
Royalities in QLD...

05
Impact of Automation on Mining in Australia...

Machine Learning Pod:

Lead: Project Management & Delivery

Principle: Machine Learning Expert

Architect: Model Design, Setup &

Documentation

Data Scientist: Through Partner University in

Adelaide

Engineers: Model Building, Results & Tuning
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Client Discovery

Workshop

Client Discover Workshop objectives:

re-validate the topics of interest (align

interpretation);

align the deliverables and timing of the

engagement;

agree a list of key stakeholders and data

points to be made available to 11point2 for

the purpose of the engagement;

agree the process for interaction

throughout the engagement including the

presentation of the draft and final reports;

agreed interactions will be scheduled

following this meeting.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1-2 weeks

METHODOLOGY & TIMELINE
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PO

Executed

High Level 

Project Plan

Define the Draft

Report

Machine Learning

Pod Coordination

Requirements &

Data

Data Analysis &

Transformation

Machine Learning

Build Predictive

Models

Run & Refine

Models

Produce Draft

Report

Client Feedback

Captured
Produce Insights &

Trends

Produce Final

Report
Present to Client

*Mapping insights &

predictions on topics of interest

and the hansard available data

*Data is normalised,

transformed & enriched to get

it ready for the process

*Techniques & algorithms are

applied from machine learning

& statistics for analysis

*Models that may provide the

predictions based on data

available are developed

*The model is run on the data to

produce results & then tuned to

create the most precise & accurate

model for the given requirements

*Once there is confidence in the

solution, the final insights & trends

can be produced & the model is

finalised for future use

12-14 weeks

1-2 weeks



Who Are We
11point2 takes its name from the escape velocity of an object from planet
earth (11.2 km/s). It reflects our focus of putting ideas on the launch pad
that; have a reasonable chance of success, are properly prepared for the
journey, and are truly worthwhile.
 
We are not consultants…
We are not a startup accelerator…
We are not an ideation agency…
 
We are experienced entrepreneurs/founders with a large diverse network
that enables scalable capability to validate ideas that use advanced
technologies to create impact without compromising on corporate
requirements.
 
We help you understand and validate the impact of advanced technologies
on your business – in particular how advanced technology can unearth and
solve new customer needs and/or drive competitive advantage.

Our Approach
Our core business is to validate if an Idea should be launched as a venture,
product or service, through a disciplined systematic approach which
maximizes the chances of success and minimizes wasted time and money
for our clients. We live in the world of disruptive advanced technologies
and have established a best in class network of capability that provides the
right mix of internal resources and partners to deliver the highest quality,
comprehensive and fast validation of a specific idea or concept.
 
We partner with ambitious entrepreneurs, leading companies, government
organisations and universities to bring together an amazing network of
capability and leading edge technology, overseen by entrepreneurial
experts who also understand the realities of the corporate and
government worlds.
 
This is what we do, we offer an innovative and modular engagement
model enabling business to generate, validate and profit from worthwhile
transformative ideas.
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